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Abstract 
An upper ontology tries to express theoretical and common concepts which are same across domains. A fundamental upper 
ontology defining the concept of reality is devised here and is referred to as super ontology. This super ontology is based on the 
fundamental beliefs and is independent of any specific domain of application and other applications to which it will be put to use 
in future. We have described the structure of the universe which consists of six substances that are called dravyas. The super 
ontology will use a unique representation scheme for representing knowledge in its knowledge base having a uniform code of 
structure of an Extended Hierarchical Censored Production Rule (EHCPR). The basic idea behind the EHCPRs is to simulate 
densely interconnected neurons inside a computer memory (through a set of interconnected EHCPRs here) so as to make the 
system learn things, recognize patterns, record changes and make decisions in real time. 
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Ontology is defined by concept of classes, their classification and the possible relation between notions and 
principles. A class is a collection of objects having same property or common attribute and differentiated by its type 
or quality. A relation is an association between its attributes that maps their values and returns either true or false. In 
an engineering domain, a number of ontologies have been developed. Among these, OntoCAPE is a large ontology 
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that defines the complete number of Chemical engineering ideas executed in DAML+OIL [1]. The Top-down and 
bottom-up approaches can be used to develop ontology.  
In the bottom-up approach it is very difficult to integrate and modify the ontologies developed for the other 
domains while the top-down approach starts with the general concepts that facilitate the integration of the 
applications with the easily maintained ontologies. These top down approaches are rigid in nature and don’t meet the 
user’s requirements. Ontologies are basically categorized into levels like upper ontology, mid-level ontology and 
low level or domain ontology [2]. A domain ontology describes the concept of particular domain and represents the 
ideas and their relationships. A mid-level ontology acts as a bridge between upper-level ontology and domain 
ontology and also provides more concrete representations of abstract concepts. An Upper ontology defines the 
universal concepts which are same through all knowledge domains. Example of upper ontologies SUMO (Suggested 
upper merged ontology) [3], Sowa upper ontology [4], DOLCE [5], Opencyc [6]. Key concepts can be identified by 
set of actions, use cases, competency questions and defined on the basis of more general concepts given by the top-
level ontology. This will provide a better integration and maintenance. 
To evaluate an upper ontology two dimensions must be considered that are:  
x To express the encoded upper ontology knowledge representation language.  
x The choices, conventions, and assurances that a particular upper ontology creates. 
We are developing an upper ontology which will be known as super ontology and will be developed using 
EHCPR in which every entity will be an EHCPR. This ontology will support the development of process 
engineering ontologies. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 depicts upper ontologies named as BFO, GFO, 
PROTON, Sowa Ontology, SUMO, DOLCE and Opencyc. Section 3 describes the Super ontology. Section 4 
describes the Implementation Framework proposed for the work. Section 5 depicts the experimental overview. In the 
last, conclusions are drawn. 
2. Existing Upper Ontologies 
Ontology is currently a young research area which is also known as a branch of knowledge representation. 
Different methods and approaches have been used for today available ontologies which ultimately resulted in 
different systems. These ontologies use a rich formal language like first order logic and classify general interest 
notions like objects, process, quality, and event and so on. However, there are still several weaknesses like reliable 
evaluation criteria and lack of established methodologies. Mainly there are seven upper ontologies available named 
BFO, GFO, PROTON, Sowa Ontology, SUMO, DOLCE and Opencyc. 
Basic Formal ontology (BFO) is the upper level, which is planned to support information recovery, analysis and 
unification in different domain. The BFO is categorized into two Entities SNAP and SPAN. It has a total of 36 
classes which are segregated as one top connecting class, and 17 SPAN classes and 18 SNAP classes [7, 8]. It is 
currently implemented in OWL.  
General Formal Ontology (GFO) ontology was developed by Heinrich Herre of OntoMed Research group in 
Leipzig. GFO contains processes, objects, functions, time, space, properties and relations. GFO is implemented in 
KIF and also OWL-DL version exists. GFO is three layered structure containing top level, middle level and basic 
level abstracts. It is basically used in representing knowledge about the biological functions Gene Ontology [8, 9]. 
PROTON is a basic upper ontology which gives upper-level ideas for semantic notation, indexing and recovery. It 
is implemented in OWL-Lite. It has been used for semantic web services as a basis of business data ontology [8]. 
Sowa’s Ontology is based on the framework of the distinctions and not based on the fixed hierarchy because 
hierarchy is generated automatically. It is implemented in FOL and version of KIF is existed [4, 8].  
DOLCE: A project called Wonderweb which was started in 2002 and was funded under European Commission 
information society technologies (IST) program. This project was ended in 2004. However DOLCE is actively being 
used which was developed as part of project Wonderweb [5, 8]. DOLCE is an upper ontology, whose aim is to 
negotiate the meaning to validate collaboration and to establish an agreement. The implementation languages for 
DOLCE are KIF, WL and FOL. DOLCE is the ontology of particulars, and those particulars are instances. The 
particulars are entities which are organized into categories and don’t have instances; universals are those entities that 
organize the categories of particulars and can also have instances [10]. 
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 SUMO: SUMO was first released in Dec 2000. Ian Niles and Adam Pease initially developed it at 
Teknowledge Corporation. SUMO development was done to simplify recovery and information search, data 
interoperability and automated interpretation [12]. This ontology includes both universals and particulars. SUMO 
includes both elements of realism and intellectual categories [13, 14]. Standard Upper Ontology Knowledge 
Interchange Format (SUO-KIF) is used to represent SUMO. SUMO is Multiplicative in nature. SUMO is also 
connected to lower level ontologies, Mid-level Ontology (MILO) and also includes domain ontologies for 
government, military, assassination and bombings [2]. 
 Open Cyc Ontology: Douglas Leant released Cyc project in 1984 in the Microelectronics and Computer 
Technology Corporation (MCC) [8]. Later a company called Cycorp was established in 1994 to apply the Cyc 
technology for further development and commercialized it. The Cyc knowledge base is the division of thousands of 
micro theories on the basis of a particular knowledge domain, a particular level of detail and particular time interval 
[6]. The Cyc knowledge base contains set of terms and assertions needed to be stored in a manner so that it can be 
easily used, so CycL is developed.  
3. Super Ontology 
Super ontology describes the structure of the universe. In this super ontology we have defined the concept of 
reality. The reality is defined to have an existence which is known as truth. In this ontology the world of reality or 
universe contains two classes of objects: living Objects and Nonliving Objects. Basically, this super ontology 
consists of six universal substances or entities like Living entity and five nonliving entities which are matter, space, 
medium of motion, medium of rest and time. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Super Ontology 
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Every entity in the universe is permanent, but continuously undergoes countless changes and during these 
changes nothing is destroyed. Everything is recycled into another form. Each entity in this universe has three aspects 
like origination, destruction and Permanence. The changes that an entity suffers to the different shapes and forms 
into which a particular substance is converted either artificially or naturally. For example: A human being going 
through the process of growth undergoes different changes like childhood, young and old. These changes are natural 
modifications to a human being. Another example of Nonliving things like clay is molded into various shapes and 
same for gold [15, 16]. 
The structure of Super ontology is illustrated in figure 1. This ontology is divided into different separate modules 
named as Entity, Abstract Entity, Concrete Entity, Living Objects, Non-Living Objects, Encryption, Non-Liberated, 
Matter, Time, Non-Mobile, Mobile, 1-sense, 2-sense, 3-sense, 4-sense, 5-sense with the designated hierarchical 
structure. The low level ontologies are also separable. The topmost concept of Super ontology is “Entity” at level 1. 
This is further divided into Concrete and Abstract Entities. An abstract entity always exists as a type of thing like an 
idea while the concrete entity is one which exists at a specific place or time. There are six concrete entities called 
substances or Dravyas: One Living and five Non-livings. An abstract Entity can have various encryptions: Textual 
encryption (TE), Video encryption (VE), Audio encryption (AE), and Pictorial encryption (PE). A Living Entity can 
be a Liberated (Jiva) or Non-liberated (Ajiva). Nonliving Substances can be of five specific types, namely matter, 
space, time, medium of rest and medium of motion. Matter is a nonliving substance which possesses a physical 
body, has some mass and volume. The smallest particle of matter is parmanu. The Space provides the room to all 
other substances in the universe and supports everything. The medium of rest is a nonliving substance which helps to 
rest the movement of soul and matter. Medium of motion is also a non living entity whose primary function is 
helping in the movement of matter. Similarly Time is a nonliving entity which provides the changeability in living 
and nonliving entities [17, 18, 19]. All these six basic substances can be taken to any level of specificity based on the 
domain of interest.  
4. Implementation Framework 
The ontological development has gone through a long history since the 1990s. There are a number of research 
efforts to incorporate some ideas in Artificial Intelligence for representing knowledge in World Wide Web. Firstly 
SHOE came which is an HTML based knowledge representation language. After that XOL came which is later 
called OIL [20] that is based on XML [21]. Then Resource Description Framework (RDF) emerged, which is for 
describing resources on the web [22]. The Resource Development Framework Schema (RDFS) [23] are also being 
used for representing RDF vocabulary on the web. All these languages were not compatible with the architecture of 
the web, at least not of semantic web. Then OWL [24, 25] has come which is used for processing information on the 
web. It is on the top of RDF and is written in XML. OWL has three sub languages like OWL-DL, OWL-Lite and 
OWL-Full.  OWL has some additional features catering to semantic web like capacity to be dispersed through many 
systems, accessible to web needs, well-matched with web standards for availability and internationalization, open 
and extensible.  All the existing upper ontologies are implemented in one or the other of these languages. Like BFO, 
GFO, PROTON, Sowa Ontology, SUMO, DOLCE and Opencyc are implemented in OWL, CycL, OWL-DL, OWL-
Lite, and FOL.  
An Extended Hierarchical Censored Production Rules (EHCPRs) is a knowledge representation system for 
reasoning with real life problems and a step towards a generalized representation system. An EHCPR is a unit of 
knowledge resulting in a knowledge base which is modular and hierarchical in nature. Jain and Jain used the 
Extended Hierarchical Censored Production Rules (EHCPRs) to denote the knowledge in intelligent systems [26, 27, 
28]. An EHCPR has the general form defined in the form of following eight operators: A, B, C, G, S, Has_part, 
Has_property and Has_instance. The operator A is defined as the Head of the rule that means the decision is to be 
taken if preconditions (B) will be satisfied. B defines the preconditions which are the defining attributes of the 
concept A. The operator C is unless operator. It defines the censor conditions which are exceptions to the rule. The 
symbol G denotes the general concept of A up in the hierarchy and is helpful in backward chaining of reasoning.  
The symbol S denotes the more specific concepts in the Knowledge base and is helpful in forward chaining of 
reasoning. There are basically two types of attributes which are to be defined like common attributes and specific 
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attributes. In the If part of the rule, i.e., the operator B, we store the common (defining) attributes which will be the 
necessary conditions. The Has_part and the Has_property operators store the specific (characteristic) attributes of the 
concept. The Has_instance operator lists all the known instances of the concept A. 
Parameter ‘γ’ is a numeric measure of the strength of ‘If’ relationship between ‘A’ and ‘B’. It is meant to as the 
0–level strength of implication. Every censor C is associated with an estimate of its likelihood (δ1….. δn). It may 
also be referred as the likelihood factor of the respected censor [38]. 
The authors also discussed different schemes for enhancing the intelligence, i.e., the database and knowledge base 
in the EHCPRs system which is capable to get new pieces of knowledge and integrate it properly in the already 
acquired knowledge base [29, 30]. The EHCPRs system may act as a generalized intelligent agent for context 
sensitivity. The EHCPR System is an Ontology Learning System and a general exchange language for ontologies 
[32, 33]. A EHCPRs System as an “Online Globalized Real Time Intelligent System”, which is also context 
sensitive, multilingual, and multi-encrypted; and most importantly, it has potency to grow in the whatsoever domain 
of expertise one can think of [34]. 
The EHCPRs Framework has the capabilities of Variable precision logic, Non-monotonic reasoning, provides the 
support for reasoning and representing with uncertainty, context sensitive reasoning, minimum redundancy and 
highest consistency. We propose the EHCPRs framework as the most general framework to implement the super 
ontology which is mentioned above in figure 1. In this super ontology, every Entity like Living, Non-Living, matter, 
space, medium of rest, medium of motion etc will be an EHCPR as shown in Table 1. In this way we can define 
EHCPR of the entities of Super ontology as mentioned in figure 1.  
5. Experimental Overview 
This section depicts the technical overview of super ontology. As per the structure mentioned in figure1, EHCPR 
will act as a class and all the operators like Name, Specificity, Generality, Has_part, Has_property and Has_instance 
within this class will be shown as members. Name will be represented as string; Specificity, Has_part, Has_property, 
Has_instance will be represented as linked list and Generality will be represented as EHCPR. The structure of 
different classes like EHCPR, Linked List and hash table in python is presented in Table 2.  
Table 1. Super Ontology represented as EHCPR 
Level 3 Living 
If  {consciousness}  
Unless  Nil 
Generality   Concrete entity 
Specificity {Liberated, Non-
liberated} 
Has_part Nil  
Has_property{consciousness, bliss,  
Energy}  
Has_instance  Nil 
Nonliving    
If {Non consciousness}  
Unless Nil  
Generality  Concrete Entity   
Specificity {matter, space, time, medium 
of rest, medium of motion}                
Has_part    Nil 
Has_property {color, size ,shape, touch} 
Has_instance  Nil 
 
Level 4 Liberated  
If { Pure Consciousness} 
Unless Nil 
Generality Livng 
Specificity Nil 
Has_part Nil 
Has_property { Perception, 
knowledge, Unlimited Happiness, 
Infinite Energy }  
Has_instance  Nil 
Nonliberated 
If {Possess Body} 
Unless Nil 
Generality Living 
Specificity {mobile , Non-mobile} 
Has_part  Nil 
Has_property {Limited knowledge, bliss, 
power, vision} 
Has_instance Nil 
Time 
If {changeability}   
Unless Nil   
Generality   Nonliving  
Specificity {Vyavahar Kaal, Nishchay Kaal}   
Has_part       
{moment, second, minute, hour , day, month 
,year}  
Has_property {real existence, imaginary thing} 
Has_instance  Nil 
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Level 4 Medium of rest  
If {rest}   
Unless Nil  
Generality Nonliving Specificity  
{Nil}  
Has_part  { lokakas} 
Has_property Nil 
Has_instance Nil 
 
Medium of motion  
If {movement}  
Unless  Nil  
Generality  Nonliving 
Specificity  {Nil}  
Has_part  {lokakas} 
Has_property Nil 
Has_instance  Nil 
 
Matter     
If  {form}  
Unless    Nil  
Generality    Nonliving 
Specificity {skandha,  pamanu}    
Has_part  Nil  
Has_property  { touch, taste, smell , sight} 
Has_instance     Nil 
Level 4 Space 
If {possess}  
Unless  Nil  
Generality  Nonliving 
Specificity  { Cosmic space, Tran-
cosmic space} 
Has_part   { universe, empty} 
Has_property{provide 
accommodation to soul and 
matter} 
Has_instance  Nil 
  
Level 7 Human Being  
If { Conciousness} 
Unless Nil 
Generality 5-sense 
Specificity Nil   
Has_Property{Taste, Smell, Hear, 
Touch, Sight} 
Has_part  { Legs, Hands, Ears} 
Has_instance {Ram, Sham , Rita} 
 
Animal    
If {Movement}  
Unless Nil  
Generality 5-sense 
Specificity Nil  
Has_property{ multicellular, motile, 
eukaryotic} 
Has_part        {legs, eyes} 
Has_instance   {lion, elephant} 
 
 
Table 2. Structures of Classes 
Class EHCPR Class Linked List Class Hash table 
Class EHCPR: 
def__init__(self,name,gen,spec,has-
part,has_property,has_instance): 
        Self.name=name 
        Self.gen=EHCPR() 
        Self.Spec=LinkedList() 
        Self.Has_part= LinkedList() 
        Self.Has_property= LinkedList() 
        Self.Has_instance= LinkedList() 
 
Class node: 
def__init__(self,data): 
 self.data=data 
 self.next=node 
Class LinkedList: 
def__init__(self): 
 self.head=None 
self.tail=None 
def add (self,data) 
 new_node=node(data) 
if(self.head is None): 
self.head=self.tail=new_node 
else: 
 new_node=node(data) 
 self.tail.next=new_node 
 self.tail=new_node 
 
Class HashTable: 
def__init__(size) 
h=new hash tables “specificity of generality” 
if(!key): 
return NULL 
hsize=size/load_factor 
hcount=0 
if(htable is NULL): 
return 
else: 
for i in range (0,size): 
h->table[i]->next=NULL 
h->table[i]->hcount=0 
  
 
In the linked list class, nodes can be inserted or deleted from the linked lists as code for add is mentioned in the 
class linked list. After that instantiation of knowledge base is done using hashing. Initially a hash table will be 
created as mentioned in the table1.  The Knowledge base structure using linked list is also shown below in figure 2. 
Once the structure of super ontology is defined, reasoning like knowledge browsing or concept navigation can be 
done which will help in searching anything from the knowledge base. Once the ontological framework is in place, it 
can be tuned to perform the following tasks and many more: Concept navigation, Facilitator in education, Translator, 
Recommender system, Online banking, Unique Identity card linking with Pan Card, Voter Card, Aadhar Card, etc., 
Global Positional System, Real Time Computer Surveillance, and more. Learning can also be performed on the same 
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which means updating the knowledge base through mapping from all the relevant ontology or distributed data 
available online. 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Knowledge Base structure using linked list 
 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have defined a super ontology which explains the structure of the universe and concepts of 
reality. This super ontology will be independent of any specific domain of application and all other applications to 
which it will be put to use in the future. In order to achieve this it will use a unique representation scheme for 
representing knowledge in its knowledge base having a uniform code of structure of an Extended Hierarchical 
Censored Production Rule (EHCPR). The EHCPRs framework is a consistent and comprehensive framework for 
information storage and exchange on the web. By using EHCPR’s framework for representing knowledge the 
devised super ontology derives all the benefits which are necessary for a knowledge treasure.  
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